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When the Vessel opened in March of 2019, it was seen by many as an aesthetically challenged symbol of corrupt opulence and suspicious financing. But now, for the third time in less than a year, a person has died by
suicide after leaping from the 150-foot-tall structure at Manhattan&#8217;s Hudson Yards. The divisive site has shuttered indefinitely after the most recent incident on Monday, January 11. The deceased was identified as
Franklin Washington, a 21-year-old man from San Antonio, Texas. His death came just weeks after a 24-year-old woman from Brooklyn jumped to her death from the Vessel on December 21. In February of last year, a
19-year-old New Jersey man died at the Vessel in a similar fashion.A spokesman for Related Companies, the developer of Hudson Yards, told the New York Times that the structure was â€œtemporarily closedâ€• and
that the company was consulting with suicide-prevention experts and psychiatrists about how to curb the phenomenon. However, the chairman of Manhattan&#8217;s Community Board 4, Lowell Kern, told the newspaper
that the site will likely stay closed indefinitely. &nbsp;Related Companies has not yet responded to Hyperallergic&#8217;s request for comment. Very sad story.When I think of the Vessel, I always think of the outrageous
legal corruption that financed Hudson Yards, using incentives meant to help poor communities for luxury purposes.https://t.co/EePdKYO2PW https://t.co/HxmiaLk9Nn&mdash; John Tomlinson (@johntomlinson) January
13, 2021Designed by Thomas Heatherwick, the 15-story copper-clad structure quickly became a tourist attraction after it opened in 2019. But since the pandemic started, its 154 stairways and 80 landings remained
largely deserted. Critics had warned about the likelihood of suicide attempts at the Vessel long before it opened. Audrey Wachs, a former associate editor at the&nbsp;Architectâ€™s Newspaper, wrote in 2016: As one
climbs up&nbsp;Vessel,&nbsp;the railings stay just above waist height all the way up to the structureâ€™s top, but when you build high, folks&nbsp;will jump.In March of 2020, just a few weeks after the first suicide at the
site, Community Board 4 sent a letter to Related Companies, urging the firm to do more than suicide prevention training of its security staff and consulting with suicide-prevention experts, which it had promised at the
time.â€œBecause the Vesselâ€™s chest-high barrier is all that separates the platform from the edge, the likelihood of a similar, terribly sad loss of life cannot be ignored,â€• the letter reads.According to Kern, the
developer seemed hesitant to alter the design of the Vessel, which is considered a work of art. In an interview with the Times, the chairman asked: â€œAfter three suicides, at what point does the artistic vision take a back
seat to safety?â€• The COVID-19 pandemic has caused unprecedented blows to the cultural sector, forcing closures, canceling events, and leaving institutions scrambling to adjust to the new online landscape. According
to a&nbsp;survey by the American Alliance of Museums from November 2020, almost 30% of all US museums are at risk of closing, and almost half have laid off or furloughed workers since last March. As the field
attempts to recoup amid the worsening crisis, philanthropic organizations have been tasked to step in to provide support.Enter the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, which has announced its latest round of
grants which will distribute $3.9 million to 50 creative organizations nationwide, and one internationally. Taking the pandemic&#8217;s financial strain on daily operations into account, the fall 2020 grants will allow for up to
half of every award to be utilized for administrative costs.Last year was also marked by an increasing spotlight on social justice, as record-breaking protests brought issues of anti-Blackness, ableism, and xenophobia to
the forefront. Many institutions have been forced to grapple with how these concerns take shape in the arts and how to center marginalized voices, while others have had this objective at the center of their missions for
years. The foundation has taken note to support these organizations; the Philadelphia organizations&nbsp;BlackStar Film Festival, which centers the work of Black, Brown, and Indigenous artists, and&nbsp;Taller
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PuertorriqueÃ±o, a Latinx arts and culture center, will receive $100,000 grants.Christina Fernandez, â€œUntitled Multiple Exposure #4 (Bravo)â€• (1999); from Warhol grantee California Museum of Photography, UC
Riverside (courtesy the artist and Gallery Luisotti, Los Angeles)â€œIn addition to providing community and context for artists and their work, the fall 2020 grantees are active participants in the cultural life of this country;
their exhibitions, publications, and public programs address the crises we are facing as a nation, from racial inequity and injustice to police violence, climate change, and the ongoing tragedies wrought by the
pandemic,â€• said Rachel Bers, program director of the Andy Warhol Foundation. â€œOur grantees have a critical role to play by offering a platform to artists who speak both directly and indirectly to these issues through
their work.â€•Of the grantees, 22 museums, university art galleries, and other organizations will fund exhibitions addressing contemporary cultural issues or spotlighting artists who have never been exhibited at this scale.
These include Walk For Me: The Past, Present and Future of Ballroom Culture at the Bronx Museum of the Arts, and solo exhibitions on Henry Taylor at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, and Sadie Barnett
at the Benton Museum of Art in Claremont, California.Working Artists and the Greater Economy (W.A.G.E.), which advocates for fair payment for artists and art workers, and Project for Empty Space, a nonprofit promoting
work and programming dedicated to equity, were among the 19 small-to-mid-sized organizations who will receive funds over two years.$478,000 has also been allotted toward funding curatorial research fellowships at 10
organizations, focused on topics including Caribbean modernism and the cultural legacy of the US Southwest.â€œThe Foundationâ€™s commitment to supporting artists by funding the institutions that incubate,
encourage, exhibit, and critically engage their work is unwavering, said Joel Wachs, president of the Andy Warhol Foundation, in a statement. Nonprofit arts organizations face profound challenges due to the political,
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economic, social, and cultural upheavals of our current moment. At the same time, and more than ever, artists need the supportive community and creative encouragement that these organizations provide.â€• See the full
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list of grantees here. Long before the coronavirus started making its way around the planet, Zarah Hussain had been thinking about breath. Focused on the intersection of science and spirituality, Hussain melds ancient
traditions of meditation and breathwork with contemporary technology. The resulting work pays tribute to sacred Islamic DHAdmann
art and through geometric
patterns, evokes inhalations and exhalations, as well as the silent spaces
- ODBK
in between.While in lockdown, Hussain produced a series of breath-themed paintings for a thought-provoking and intimate installation for the Peabody Essex Museum (PEM) in Salem, Massachusetts. Zarah Hussain:
Breath will be on view through the Spring of 2021.The idea came from earlier works Hussain had produced after experiencing breathing difficulties following a surgery. For inspiration for the PEM commission, the artist
interviewed locals in the Salem area, including a respiratory therapist and a pregnant woman, to understand their relationship to breath.&nbsp;Spiritual traditions around the world have long used breath as a tool for
transformation and awakening. The perfect breath is about five-and-a-half seconds in and five-and-a-half out, says Hussain. The exhibition also features animation and an immersive soundscape that uses the same in and
out breath count and encourages visitors to follow along.&nbsp;â€œIf there&#8217;s one good thing to come from the pandemic, it would be for people to stop and think about their breath,â€• says Hussain. â€œWhen
you slow it down, the breath is so profound, yet so simple. And it&#8217;s free. You don&#8217;t need an instructor. You don&#8217;t need lots of money. Just learning how to breathe properly is a gateway to much
better physical and mental health.â€•Visit pem.org to learn more.Zarah Hussain: Breath continues at the Peabody Essex Museum (East India Square, 161 Essex Street, Salem, Massachusetts) through June 20, 2021. A
quirky Tik Tok account dedicated to rating sinks and faucets in public bathrooms across New York City posted a scathing takedown of the Museum of Modern Art&#8217;s (MoMA) new washrooms.Sink Reviews delivers
amusing, detailed reviews of sinks in restrooms at restaurants, parks, and other public dwellings, sizing up their aesthetics and functionality. Its anonymous creator eloquently reviewed sinks at places like IKEA, the
Rockefeller Center, and Chelsea Market, among others. He has created a whole new sub-genre of criticism that he calls Sink-tok, using a rating system of one to five sinks. The growingly popular account boasts more
than 712,000 followers to date, making many users notice and appreciate sinks for the first time. You&#8217;d expect one of the preeminent art museums in the world to have sublime sinks, the sink critic said about
MoMA&#8217;s facilities. He added, Like a painting that doesn&#8217;t connect with you, I feel I&#8217;m left cold by these. @sinkreviews The Museum of Modern Art in Manhattan #Welcome2021 #fyp #sinks
#sinkreview #sinktok #nyc #2021 â™¬ You Are Wherever Your Thoughts Are &#8211; Steve Reich The reviewer slammed the water flow of MoMA&#8217;s top-notch Dyson Airblade faucet-hand dryer hybrid as frail
and uninspired, complaining that the dryers don&#8217;t even work. A few commentators, however, suggested that the built-in hand dryers were probably turned off due to COVID-19 safety protocols, pointing to signs on
the mirror instructing visitors to use paper towels for drying.Though the critic admired the austere design of the counter and the communal sloped basin of MoMA&#8217;s sinks, he determined that these chic design
elements are not enough to make up for the poor performance.These faucets attempt to broadcast taste and refinement while all they actually communicate is a shallow attempt at taking a shortcut to achieve style by an
institution that should know better, he firmly concluded, giving MoMA a poor score of two sinks. In the comment section, many of the account&#8217;s fans seemed to agree with the reviewer&#8217;s unforgiving
judgment. Truly a missed opportunity, one user lamented. I have never listened to someone be so correct in my life, another concurred.Summing up the general sentiment, one commentator raised the rallying cry: Say it
with me now: stainless steel and marble does NOT make up for weak water pressure. Unacceptable. When we last saw Diana Prince, aka Wonder Woman, in 2017, she offered a glamorous vision of a museum job:
surrounded by ancient weapons in her Louvre office, dressed in luxe cashmere and killer boots, stunningly beautiful. Unreal as this was, as a museum worker, I recognized a bit of my own experience on screen: the office
with no natural light, the desk with its microscope and selection of tools and brushes, the computer screenâ€™s blinking digital database. Wonder Woman seemed, briefly, luminously, like real museum staff, one of us.In
the recent release WW84, itâ€™s the year 1984. Diana works at the Smithsonian in Washington DC as a curator of â€œcultural anthropology and archaeology,â€• a vague title that offers the first hint that sheâ€™s not
legit. Her credentials fall away when, upon breaking and entering into her nemesisâ€™ lair during her work hours, she pats her palms together and utters, â€œItâ€™s so dusty in hereâ€• (said no archaeologist, ever). But
itâ€™s her blatant disregard for the most basic of museum procedures â€” abusing her security clearance (aircraft do not come under her purview); not filing paperwork for the movement of museum items (and flying one
to Cairo no less); and wantonly damaging works of art (two paintings, one ceramic vessel, a marble table and one column) â€” that makes clear that Wonder Woman is not museum staff.2020 was the year museums
needed a champion. The pandemic shuttered most institutions, triggering layoffs of both front-line and behind-the-scenes museum workers in a field that is already financially precarious. Those of us still employed find
ourselves reckoning with what museum workers do if we canâ€™t be around art or historic objects. And then thereâ€™s the sadness of missing the simple pleasure of visiting museums. So, when WW84 ruined
Christmas by using the museum merely as a backdrop, making it a Pier 1 Imports version of a wunderkammer, I felt perso
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